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Play Tips

Using the wrong weight paddle can cause unforced errors.
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This tip is presented to you by the One More Game Pickleball Club (OMG).

Have you ever considered how your paddle is affecting your game? Do you 
know for certain that the paddle you’re using is the best for you? 

Weight is the #1 most important factor when you’re looking into getting a 
new paddle. Paddles range in weight from 6 (light-weight) to 14 ounces 
(heavy-weight). A few ounces may not sound like much of a difference, but it 
can affect one’s play. The paddle weight ranges are listed below.

Heavier paddles will increase the power on your shot; so if you are looking to 
increase the force of your drive, go with a slightly heavier paddle. On the 
other hand, if you are looking to improve ball control and touch (precise aim 
and carefully placed dinks), choose a lighter paddle. One thing to ask 
yourself is what are your strengths and weaknesses and also what kind of a 
player are you (power vs. control).

You really should try out several weight paddles, ensuring you play several 
sets with it. It’s probably best to start with a mid-weight paddle (7.3 to 8.4 
ounces). Below are the pros and cons of the paddle weights.

There are a few signs that you’re using a paddle that’s too light or too heavy 
for you. Before we get into it, please understand that it can be tempting to 
blame mistakes on your paddle. You should only consider the symptoms below 
if they are consistent, not if they occur occasionally.

Too Light of a Paddle:

Here are a few symptoms that you’re using a paddle that’s too light for you:

You’re not getting the kind of power that you could be getting.

Your overhead smashes are going into the net.

You’re completely missing the ball.

Too Heavy of a Paddle:

Here are a few symptoms that you’re using a paddle that’s too heavy for you:

Your overhead smashes are going out of the opponent’s baseline.

Hard swings feel like a chore.

Your arm is getting fatigued after every match.

If you’re consistently having any of these problems, then you may be using 
the wrong kind of paddle. As stated earlier, try out other paddles that are 
lighter or heavier and see what happens. Do the symptoms improve? Then 
you’re getting closer to your preferred weight range. 

Summary:

Lighter weight paddles allow players to have quicker hands at the net. 
Lighter paddles also help to maintain more control. With pickleball being a 
quick game, the lighter paddle will be perfect for you if you find yourself 
needing to speed up your hand game while still retaining your soft touch.

Heavier weight paddles allow players to generate more 
power. The heavier paddles are also better at blocking. 
The ball comes off of the face with just the right touch 
instead of dropping dead just short of the net.

The USAPA Pickleball Magazine 2019 Holiday Guide has 
a section entitled How to Choose the Right Paddle for You.
Click here to view the online version. The information is on pages 9-11.

Pickleball Paddle Weight Ranges

Light-weight Paddles Under 7.3 ounces

Mid-weight Paddles 7.3 – 8.4 ounces

Heavy-weight Paddles 8.5 and over

Light-weight vs. Heavy-weight Paddles

Lighter Paddles Heavier Paddles

Pros Pros

Increased ball control. More power.

Better maneuverability. Less effort to hit the ball harder.

Less stress on elbows/shoulders. Easier to hit the ball deep.

Cons Cons

Reduced power/drive. Stress on injuries, especially elbows.

Stronger swing needed. Less control, slower swing.

Harder to hit long/hard shots. Increases fatigue if playing for long 
time.

https://view.joomag.com/pickleball-magazine-holiday-gift-guide/0140930001572015981?short

